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Wide range of design possibilities

New surface features – vibrancy through structure

Design, color and formats

The mineral material of fiber cement combined with a sanded surface gives Vintago a
natural authentic, lively and unique look.

Vintago is a through colored fiber cement panel. Selection of size, cut and color offers a
full range of combinations. This gives both the exterior and interior of a building a multifaceted and esthetically beautiful look.

The sanding process using a coarse grit produces a natural, raw surface that highlights
the original purity of the fiber cement panels. In an interplay between light and shadow,
characteristic irregularities and nuances in tone accentuate the uniqueness of each
product.

The large-format Vintago panels offer architects and builders numerous benefits and
special features.

With respect for the environment
Throughout the product life cycle, we are conscious of our responsibility towards the
environment and act accordingly. Our fiber cement is made by more than 95 % of natural
raw materials from the Swiss mountains. This helps to protect valuable natural resources
eliminate unnecessary distance in transportation of materials.

Product specifications
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Anti-graffiti coating & color durability
Our high resistance (HR) surface coating protects the panels against
especially heavy staining and graffiti, giving a building a consistent
look that lasts.

Our material is recyclable and can be reused at any time; its long lifetime enhances both
the ecological and economic value of any building envelope.

Learn more
Visit our website to learn more about Vintago. We would be happy to send you a product
sample or arrange a one-on-one consultation with you.

Panel size
Vintago is available in the format Largo.
The maximum useable finished panel size of 3050 × 1250 × 8 mm can
be cut as required.
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Wherever Vintago is used on a building, the color durability of our material means the appearance is stable for a long time. This is ensured
by using a high tech coating that gives Vintago outstanding weather
resistance and excellent protection against staining. The coating
contains no formaldehyde or plasticizers.
Colors
The Vintago color spectrum includes 10 compatible tones ranging
from onyx to black opal. These can be combined for wide variety of
composition options.
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Installation
Vintago is easy to use and can be installed as either flush or lapped
cladding. It can be mounted by using either visible or concealed fasteners. Refer to our Swisspearl Largo and Linearis Design & Installation
Manual (DIM).
Fire classification
A2-s1, d0
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Environmental certifications / Norms
Environmental Product Declaration according to ISO 14025 and
EN 15804
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